The New

Hyundai i10

Not big, but
great.
The new i10 is the car that breaks the
conventions of its class. It’s bold, roomy,
fun to drive, impressively equipped
and with superior levels of connectivity.
Proof that, to be great, you don’t have
to be big.
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A bold new attitude.
The established shape of the i10 has been given a sporty new attitude that really
catches the eye. There’s a totally new sculpted front bumper that’s also home
to the new Cascading grille and prominent LED Daytime Running Lights.
New wheels, a contrasting rear bumper insert and redesigned rear combination
lamps complete the picture.

Cascading grille. The expressive shape of the new Cascading grille emphasizes the confident character of the i10.

LED Daytime Running Lights. The new round LED
Daytime Running Lamps add an extra touch of sportiness
to the front of the i10.
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New wheels. Just one of the four available wheel
designs, the sporty 14” alloy wheel contributes to the
bold new attitude of the i10.
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A great place to start any journey.
The i10 provides levels of connectivity that exceed expectations in this
class. The new, high-resolution 7” display is your easy interface with the
new navigation system, Apple CarPlay™ * and Android Auto™ * .
Shown here is the new red interior trim.

* Apple CarPlay™ is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.
Android Auto™ is a registered trademark of Google Inc.
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Your truly connected car.
Advanced connectivity is just one of the qualities that position the i10 at the top of the segment.
There’s a new navigation system with LIVE Services, Apple CarPlay™ * links with iPhones,
and Android Auto™ * connects with compatible Android smartphones. So you can always be informed,
in touch and entertained.

Apple CarPlay™* and Android Auto™*. The 7” touch-screen provides you with the safest way
to access the potential of your iPhone or compatible Android smartphone on the move.

Smartphone docking station. Safely
holds your smartphone in the perfect
location for navigating or playing your
favourite music while charging its battery.
Navigation with LIVE Services. Route guidance is augmented by live traffic information, speed camera alerts**,
weather conditions and point of interest data.

*Apple CarPlay™ is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. Android Auto™ is a registered trademark of Google Inc.
**Where local legislation allows
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Bring the streets to life.
Refined engines and transmissions provide all the performance you need combined
with low fuel consumption and low emissions. Choose between a 66 PS 1.0 l 3-cylinder
petrol engine, an 87 PS 1.25 l 4-cylinder unit, and a 67 PS LPG version of the 1.0 l.
The engines are mated to either a precise 5-speed manual transmission or a
smooth-shifting 4-speed automatic. The gearshift is located conveniently high for
easy operation.

5-speed manual. Precise manual gearshifts bring
extra driving pleasure, especially on country roads.
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4-speed automatic. The smooth-shifting automatic
takes the stress out of busy city driving.
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As much room as you need.
It’s amazing how much space you’ll find in the i10. Its trunk is one of the largest in the class, and there’s room
for five* to sit in comfort. With a heated steering wheel, automatic air conditioning, heated front seats and
many practical storage possibilities, the i10 is one of the best-equipped cars in its class.

Engine Start/Stop button. When you‘re on
board with the smart key in your pocket or
in your bag, keyless push-button starting is
enabled.

Rear power windows. Unusual in this class,
the windows in the rear doors can be raised
and lowered at the touch of a button.

Audio system with DAB. The new audio
system also includes the crystal-clear sound
quality of Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB).
Trunk space. Together with class-leading cabin space, i10 boasts one of the largest trunks
in its class. The luggage capacity of 252 litres expands to a voluminous 1,046 liters when
the rear seats are folded down.

*the i10 Blue Drive seats four.
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Making the city safer.
Every journey you make, no matter how short or how long, is made safer by advanced active
safety technologies, including Front Collision Warning System (FCWS), Lane Departure
Warning System (LDWS), Cruise Control system with speed limiter, Tyre Pressure Monitoring
System (TPMS), Emergency Stop Signal (ESS), Electronic Stability Programme (ESP) and
Hill-start Assist Control (HAC).

Lane Departure Warning System (LDWS). Warns you audibly
and visibly of unintended departure from the traffic lane, when
detected by the multi-function camera.
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Front Collision Warning System (FCWS). Peace of mind on the
move is provided by FCWS that provides a warning of a potential
collision with the vehicle in front.
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Concentrated
greatness.
With its bold street presence and superior
connectivity, the latest i10 proves that good
things really do come in small packages.
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The choice is yours.

Interior trims

Combine your selection of exterior colour, wheels and interior fabrics to create your ideal new i10.

Black and Red

Polar White (Solid)

Sleek Silver (Metallic)

Star Dust (Metallic)

Black and Orange

Aqua Sparkling (Metallic)

Black and Beige

Black and Dark Grey

Wheels

13“ 8-spoke Design
wheelcover (silver finish)
Phantom Black (Pearl)

Black and Blue

14“ 5-twin-spoke Design
wheelcover (metallic grey)

14“ 8-spoke Design
alloy wheel (metallic grey)

15“ 4-twin-spoke Design
alloy wheel (metallic grey)

Morning Blue (Solid)

1500 mm

Dimensions

Cashmere Brown (Metallic)
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Mandarin Orange (Pearl)

Passion Red (Pearl)

2385 mm
3665 mm

1660 mm
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All the information contained in this brochure is provisional and subject to change without notice and
is intended only as preliminary notification. Possible variations in the representation of vehicle colours
are due to the limitations of printing technology. The products shown correspond to the offer and the
range of equipment for European markets. The vehicles shown in this brochure may be equipped with
additional equipment at extra cost, and not all model versions are included in this brochure. Hyundai
Motor Europe reserves the right to make changes to technical specifications and equipment content
without notice. Please consult your Hyundai dealer for exact details.

